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Abstract: In the past, many algorithms have been proposed for mining association rules from 

binary databases. Transactions with quantitative values are, however, also commonly seen in 

real-world applications. Each transaction in a quantitative database consists of items with their 

purchased quantities. The multiple fuzzy frequent pattern tree (MFFP-tree) algorithm was thus 

designed to handle a quantitative database for efficiently mining complete fuzzy frequent 

itemsets. It however, only processes a database for mining the desired rules. In this paper, we 

propose an integrated MFFP (called iMFFP)-tree algorithm for merging several individual 

MFFP trees into an integrated one. The proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm firstly handles the 

fuzzy regions for providing linguistic knowledge for human beings. The integration mechanism 

of the proposed algorithm thus efficiently and completely moves a branch from one sub-tree to 

the integrated tree. The proposed approach can derive both global and local fuzzy rules from 

distributed databases, thus allowing managers to make more significant and flexible decisions. 

Experimental results also showed the performance of the proposed approach. 
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1 Introduction  

Data mining techniques have recently been designed for deriving useful knowledge 

from databases [Agrawal et al., 93, Agrawal and Srikant, 94, Hu et al., 99, Lent et al., 

97, Berzal et al., 01, Ferrer-Troyano et al., 05, Lan et al., 11]. Depending on the variety of 

knowledge required, data mining approaches can be divided into association rules 

[Agrawal et al., 93, Agrawal and Srikant, 94, Hong et al., 08, Lin et al., 09], 

classification [Hu et al., 99, Sucahyo and Gopalan, 05, Zaman and Hirose, 11, 

Woźniak and Krawczyk, 12], clustering [Lent et al., 97, Liu et al., 01, Hong and Wu, 

11], and sequential patterns [Agrawal and Srikant, 95, Srikant and Agrawal, 96] 

among others. Among them, association rules mining is especially common in data 

mining research [Berzal et al., 01, Chen et al., 96, Park et al., 95]. Most of the 

algorithms in association rules mining use the level-wisely approach to generate-and-

test candidate itemsets for obtaining the required information in a batch way. The 

iterative approach, however, requires a high computational cost for rescanning the 

whole database. Han et al. thus proposed the frequent-pattern tree (FP–tree) approach 

to speed up the mining process [Han et al., 04].Fuzzy set theory [Zadeh, 65, Jain and 

Stallings, 78] has been increasingly used in intelligent systems [Pulkkinen and Koivisto, 

10, Senge and Hüllermeier, 11, Wang et al., 12] due to its simplicity and similarity to 

human reasoning. Linguistic representation is popular since it makes knowledge more 

understandable for human beings. In the past, Janikow used the fuzzy representation 

to combine symbolic decision trees on rule-based systems for fuzzy control [Janikow, 

98]. Hong et al. proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm for mining fuzzy association rules 

from quantitative data [Hong et al., 04]. Lin et al. then proposed the fuzzy FP-tree 

[Lin et al., 10a] to improve the mining of fuzzy frequent itemsets from quantitative 

databases. That algorithm transformed quantitative values in transactions into 

linguistic terms based on Hong et al.’s approach. Only the linguistic term with the 

maximum cardinality was used, making the number of fuzzy regions processed equal 

to the number of original items. It could thus reduce the processing time. Hong et al. 

[Hong et al., 12] then proposed a multiple fuzzy frequent pattern tree (MFFP-tree) 

algorithm for deriving more complete information than the fuzzy FP-tree algorithm.  

The above approaches processed the whole database to find the desired 

information. In some applications, however, a company may own multiple branches, 

and each branch has its own local database. The manager in a parent company needs 

to make a decision for the entire company from the collected databases in different 

branches. Besides, each branch may need to make its own decision as well. Thus, it is 

important to efficiently integrate many different databases to efficiently mine both the 

entire and individual knowledge. 

In the past, Lan and Qiu proposed a parallel algorithm called PFPTC algorithm 

[Lan and Qiu, 05] for merging several FP trees into an integrated one from binary 

databases. The QFP-growth mining approach of the PFPTC algorithm was also 

designed for mining the desired knowledge without generating a huge number of 

intermediate results. In this paper, we extend the PFPTC algorithm to quantitative 

data and propose an MFFP-tree merging algorithm for integrating different MFFP 

trees into one (iMFFP) tree. Based on the proposed algorithm, both the global and 

local knowledge can be derived at the same basis of frequent items. The remainder of 

this paper is organized as follows. The related work is mentioned in Section 2. The 
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proposed algorithm for integrating multiple MFFP trees is described in Section 3. An 

example to illustrate the proposed algorithm is given in Section 4. Experimental 

results are shown in Section 5. Conclusions and discussions are described in Section 

6. 

2 Related Work 

In this section, some related researches are briefly reviewed. They are fuzzy-set 

concepts, fuzzy data mining approaches, and the fuzzy FP-tree algorithm. 

2.1 Fuzzy-set Concepts 

In 1965, Zadeh proposed fuzzy sets and introduced membership functions as a 

method of linguistic description [Zadeh, 65]. The fuzzy sets with their linguistic 

modes of reasoning are more natural to human beings, rather than the binary logic of 

0 and 1 in computer science. The fuzzy set theory extends this concept by defining 

partial memberships, which can take values ranging from 0 to 1. A membership 

function is formally defined as:  

[ ],1  ,0: →XuA
 

where X refers to the universal set for a specific problem. Assume that A and B are 

two fuzzy sets with membership functions uA(x) and uB(x), respectively. The 

following common fuzzy operators can be defined [Kandel, 92]. 

 

(1) The intersection operator: 

),(  )()( xuxuxu BABA τ=∩
 

where τ is a t-norm operator. That is, τ is a function of [ ] [ ] [ ]1 ,01 ,0*1 0, →  and must 

satisfy the following conditions for each a, b, c [ ]1 ,0∈ : 

i. ;1  aa =τ  

ii. ;    abba ττ =  

iii. ;, if     dbcadcba ≥≥≥ ττ  

iv. .  )  ()  (      cbacbacba ττττττ ==  

Two instances of a t-norm operator for a τ b are min(a, b) and a×b. 

 

(2) The union operator: 

),(  )()( xuxuxu BABA ρ=∪
 

where ρ is an s-norm operator. That is, ρ is a function of [ ] [ ] [ ]1 ,01 ,0*1 0, →  and must 

satisfy the following conditions for each a, b, c [ ]1 ,0∈ : 

i. ;0  aa =ρ  

ii. ;    abba ρρ =  

iii. ;, if     dbcadcba ≥≥≥ ρρ  

iv. .  )  ()  (      cbacbacba ρρρρρρ ==  

Two instances of an s-norm operator for a ρ b are max(a, b) and a + b - a×b. 
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(3) The α-cut operator: 

},)(|{)( αα ≥∈= xuXxxA A
 

where Aα is an α-cut of a fuzzy set A. Aα thus contains all the elements in the universal 

set X that have membership grades in A greater than or equal to the specified value of 

α. These fuzzy operators are used in the proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm to derive 

fuzzy association rules. 

2.2 Fuzzy Data Mining Approaches 

Fuzzy set theory [Zadeh, 65] has been increasingly used in intelligent systems due to 

its simplicity and similarity to human reasoning. It is useful to extract knowledge 

from real-world data and to represent it in a comprehensible form. Linguistic 

representation is popular since it makes knowledge more understandable for human 

beings and easily implemented by fuzzy sets by concerning the fuzzy-set theory with 

quantifying and reasoning using natural language. Many fuzzy learning algorithms for 

inducing rules from given sets of data have been proposed and used to good effect in 

specific domains.  

In the past, Hong et al. proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm for mining fuzzy 

association rules from quantitative data [Hong et al., 04]. Traditional association rules 

can be represented as: IF Bread is bought, THEN Milk is bought together, with a 

confidence value 80%. The fuzzy association rules, on the other hand, can be 

represented as: IF a high amount of Bread is bought, THEN a middle amount of Milk 

is bought together, with a confidence value 80%. Chan et al. also proposed the F-

APACS algorithm to transform quantitative attribute values into linguistic terms 

[Chan and Au, 1997]. The algorithm uses membership functions to transform each 

quantitative value into a fuzzy set in linguistic terms. The cardinality of each 

linguistic term is then calculated for all transactions for mining interesting 

associations among attributes. Kuok et al. proposed a fuzzy mining approach for 

handling numerical data and deriving fuzzy association rules in databases [Kuok et al., 

98].  

Mahmoudi et al. integrated the fuzzy-set concept, the ant colony system, and 

multiple-level taxonomy to derive multiple-level fuzzy association rules from 

quantitative transactions [Mahmoudi et al., 11]. Three phases respectively for 

extracting membership functions by the ACS algorithm, for computing minimum 

supports of items in a database, and for defining multiple minimum supports of items 

were involved in the proposed algorithm. Li and Hu weighted items in a database for 

developing a framework to find weighted fuzzy association rules [Li and Hu, 11]. The 

item weight, item-set transaction weight, fuzzy weighted support, and fuzzy weighted 

confidence were stated in that proposed framework for discovering more frequent 

itemsets and rules than those from traditional approaches. Some other mining 

methods for finding fuzzy association rules have been proposed as well [Delgado et 

al., 03, Wang et al., 05, Lin et al., 10b]. 

2.3 Fuzzy FP-tree Algorithm 

Frequent pattern mining is one of the most important research issues in data mining. 

The initial algorithm for mining association rules was given by Agrawal et al. 

[Agrawal et al., 93] in the form of the Apriori algorithm, which is based on level-
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wisely generation-and-test approach for candidates. Since the size of a database may 

be very large, it is thus very costly to repeatedly scan the database to calculate 

supports of candidate itemsets. The limitation of the Apriori algorithm was overcome 

by an innovative approach, the frequent pattern (FP) tree structure and the FP-growth 

algorithm, proposed by Han et al. [Han et al., 04]. The approach can efficiently mine 

frequent itemsets without the generation of candidate itemsets, and it scans the 

original transaction database only twice. The mining algorithm consists of two phases. 

The first constructs an FP-tree structure and the second recursively mines the frequent 

itemsets from the structure. After the FP-growth algorithm is executed, the frequent 

itemsets satisfying a given minimum support threshold are derived from the FP-tree 

structure. 

Papadimitriou and Mavroudi then proposed an approach based on FP trees for 

finding fuzzy association rules [Papadimitriou and Mavroudi, 05]. A fuzzy region in a 

transaction is removed if its fuzzy value is smaller than the support threshold. In their 

process, only the local frequent fuzzy 1-itemsets kept in each transaction are used for 

mining. The expression of fuzzy patterns is straight without using any fuzzy 

operations to form the desired rules. This procedure thus makes the mined fuzzy rules 

a little difficult to understand. Mishra et al. proposed a frequent-pattern mining 

approach to handle a fuzzified gene expression dataset [Mishra et al., 11]. They 

showed that the fuzzy vertical dataset format could derive more fuzzy frequent 

itemsets than the original one. 

Lin et al. respectively proposed the fuzzy FP-tree and the CFFP-tree [Lin et al., 

10a, Lin et al., 10b] to efficiently mine fuzzy frequent itemsets from quantitative 

databases. These algorithms transform quantitative values in transactions into 

linguistic terms based on Hong et al.’s approach [Hong et al., 04]. Only the linguistic 

term with the maximum cardinality is used in later mining processes, making the 

number of fuzzy regions processed equal to the number of original items. It can thus 

reduce the processing time. The frequent fuzzy itemsets, represented by linguistic 

terms, are then derived from the fuzzy FP tree. Hong et al. [Hong et al., 12] then 

proposed a multiple fuzzy frequent pattern tree (MFFP-tree) algorithm for deriving 

more complete information than the fuzzy FP-tree algorithms. Using multiple regions 

of an item can derive more fuzzy association rules than using a single region. The 

former can thus be considered to attain more complete information. Different 

linguistic terms for an item can exist in fuzzy association rules. For example, in the 

two rules “IF a high amount of Bread is bought, THEN a middle amount of Milk is 

bought together, with a confidence value 80%” and “IF a low amount of Bread is 

bought, THEN a high amount of Cake is bought together, with a confidence value 

70%”, the two terms “high” and “low” for Bread can exist at the same time. This 

kind of rules is thus adopted in this paper. 

3 The Proposed iMFFP-tree Algorithm 

Data mining is usually used to find the relationships between the purchased items for 

indicating the purchasing habits of customers. That is, it is a powerful tool for making 

the efficient and correct decisions for managers in companies. In the past research, 

many algorithms were proposed for processing the whole database to find the desired 

information. In real-world applications, however, a parent company may own 
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multiple branches, and each branch has its own local database. A manager in a parent 

company may need to make a decision for the entire company from the collected 

databases in different branches. Thus, it is important to efficiently integrate many 

different databases for forming a useful decision. 

In this section, a MFFP-tree merging algorithm for integrating different databases 

into one is proposed, thus forming an integrated MFFP (iMFFP) tree. The iMFFP tree 

inherits the property of MFFP tree for handling quantitative databases in fuzzy data 

mining. Each branch of a company thus has its specified MFFP tree for making its 

own decision. The parent company then integrates those individual MFFP trees for 

making the global decision for the company. 

3.1 Notation 

N the number of quantitative databases; 

DBk the quantitative k(-th) database, Nk ≤≤1 ; 

n the number of transactions in D; 

T the i-th transaction in D, ni ≤≤1 ;  

m the number of items in D; 

Ij the j-th item, mj ≤≤1 ; 

hj the number of fuzzy regions for Ij 

Rjl the l-th fuzzy region of Ij, jhl ≤≤1 ; 

t 
the level of the processed fuzzy region Rjl, which is then increased 

from bottom to top; 

vij the quantitative value of Ij in T; 

fijl the membership value of vij in region Rjl; 

countjl the count of the fuzzy region Rjl in D; 

s the predefined minimum support threshold. 

3.2 The Proposed iMFFP-tree Algorithm 

In the proposed algorithm, each sub-MFFP tree is merged into the integrated MFFP 

tree in sequence. The branches in each sub-MFFP tree are extracted and then inserted 

into the integrated MFFP tree. The details of the algorithm are described below.  

 

The integrated MFFP-tree algorithm: 

 

INPUT: A quantitative database D with n transactions from N multiple quantitative 

sub-databases, a set of membership functions, and a predefined minimum 

support threshold s.  

OUTPUT: k multiple MFFP trees and an integrated MFFP (iMFFP) tree. 

STEP 1: Transform the quantitative value vij of each item Ij in the i-th transaction of 

the database Ｄ into a fuzzy set fij represented as (fij1/Rj1 + fij2/Rj2 + … + 

fijh/Rjh) using the given membership functions, where h is the number of 

fuzzy regions for Ij, Rjl is the l-th fuzzy region of Ij, hl ≤≤1 , and fijl is  the 

fuzzy membership value of vij in region Rjl. Note that fijl/Rjl means that the 

membership value of region Rjl for vij is fijl.  
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STEP 2: Calculate the scalar cardinality countjl of each fuzzy region Rjl in the 

transactions of D as:  

1

.
n

ji jil

i

count f
=

=∑
 

STEP 3: Check whether the value countjl of the fuzzy region Rjl is larger than or 

equal to the predefined minimum count n×s. If the count of a fuzzy region 

Rjl is equal to or greater than the minimum count, it can be treated as a 

fuzzy frequent itemset and put it in the set of L1. That is:  

L1 = {Rjl | countjl > n×s, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, m is the number of items}. 

STEP 4: Build the sub-MFFP tree of each sub-database DB, which only keeps the 

fuzzy regions existing in L1.  

STEP 5: Initially set the variable k as 1 and the iMFFP tree as the the sub-MFFP1 

tree derived from DB1. 

STEP 6: Find all the leaf nodes in the sub-MFFPk+1 tree derived from DBk+1 and trace 

the leaf nodes bottom-up from branches. Let the processed node be donated 

as Rjl and its child node as Rjl’. If Rjl has no or only one child node, i.e. Rjl’ 

is null, set the count of node Rjl as its original count in the node. Else if the 

currently processed branch is not the last one of Rjl, the count of Rjl = Rjl’; 

otherwise, the count of Rjl = the original count of Rjl – the summation of 

counts of Rjl in the other branches.  

STEP 7: Merge the extracted branches in STEP 6 in a top-down way to the iMFFP 

tree. The following two cases may exist.  

 Substep 7-1: If a fuzzy region Rjl in an extracted branch is at the 

corresponding branch of the iMFFP tree, add the fuzzy value 

fijl of Rjl in the extracted branch to the corresponding node of 

the branch in the iMFFP tree. 

 Substep 7-2: Otherwise, add a node of Rjl at the end of the corresponding     

branch, set the count of the node as the fuzzy value fijl of Rjl, 

and connect the node  to the last Rjl node in the other branch. 

STEP 8: Set k = k+1. 

STEP 9: Repeat STEPs 6 to 8 until all DBk are integrated into the iMFFP tree.  

STEP 10: Build the Header_Table by keeping fuzzy frequent itemsets in STEP 3. 

Insert a link from the entry of Rjl in the Header_Table to the first branch of 

node Rjl in the iMFFP tree. 

4 An Example 

In this section, an example is given to illustrate the proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm. 

Assume that there are two quantitative databases DB1 and DB2 which are shown in 

Table 1, and the minimum support threshold s is set to 30%. Both of them consist of 4 

transactions and 5 items, denoted {A} to {E}. 
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Table 1: Two quantitative databases 

TID Item DB 

1 (A:5) (C:10) (D:2) (E:9) DB1 

2 (A:8) (B:2) (C:3) DB1 

3 (B:3) (C:9) DB1 

4 (A:7) (C:9) (D:3) DB1 

5 (A:5) (B:2) (C:5) DB2 

6 (A:3) (C:10) (D:2) (E:2) DB2 

7 (A:5) (B:2) (C:8) (E:6) DB2 

8 (C:9) (D:3) DB2 

 

Assume that the fuzzy membership functions are the same for all the items shown 

in Figure 1. In this example, amounts are represented by three fuzzy regions: {Low}, 

{Middle}, and {High}. Thus, three fuzzy membership values are produced for each 

item in a transaction according to the predefined membership functions in Figure 1. 

Note that the proposed approach also works when the membership functions of the 

amounts for the items are not the same. 

 

0 1 6 11 Amount

M
em

b
er

sh
ip

 v
a

lu
e

1
Low Middle High

 

Figure 1: Membership functions used in the example 

The procedure of the MFFP-tree merging algorithm for this example is described 

below. Note that the sub-MFFP tree of DB2 is then merged into sub-MFFP tree of 

DB2 to form the iMFFP tree. 

The quantitative values of the items in the transactions are first represented as 

fuzzy sets using the membership functions shown in Figure 1. Take item {A} in 

transaction 1 as an example. The amount “5” of {A} is converted into the fuzzy set 

)
.

8.0
,

.

2.0
(

MiddleALowA
 by the membership functions in Figure 1. This step is repeated for 

the other items in Table 1, and the results are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Fuzzy sets transformed from Table 1 

TID Item DB 

1 
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6

( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , )
. . .A Low A Middle C.Middle C High D.Low D.Middle E.Middle E.High

 
DB1 

2 
0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.4

( , ), ( , ), ( , )
. . .A Middle A High B.Low B Middle C.Low C.Middle

 
DB1 

3 
0.6 0.4 0.4 0.6

( , ), ( , )
. . .B Low B Middle C.Middle C High

 
DB1 

4 
0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4

( , ), ( , ), ( , )
. . .A Middle A High C.Middle C High D.Low D.Middle

 
DB1 

5 
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.8

( , ), ( , ), ( , )
. . .A Low A Middle B.Low B Middle C.Low C.Middle

 
DB2 

6 
0.6 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.2

( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( , )
. . .A Low A Middle C.Middle C High D.Low D.Middle E.Low E.Middle

 
DB2 

7 
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.4 1

( , ), ( , ), ( , ), ( )
. . .A Low A Middle B.Low B Middle C.Middle C.High E.Middle

 
DB2 

8 
0.4 0.6 0.6 0.4

( , ), ( , )
.C.Middle C High D.Low D.Middle

 
DB2 

 

The scalar cardinality of each fuzzy region in the transactions of the two databases 

is calculated as the count value and be checked against the specified minimum count, 

which is (8×0.3) (= 2.4) to find fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets. Take the fuzzy region 

{B.Low} as an example to explain the procedure. {B.Low} appears in transactions 2, 3, 

5 and 7. Its scalar cardinality is calculated as (0.8 + 0.8 + 0.8 + 0.6) (= 3.0). Since the 

count for {B.Low} is larger than the minimum count, {B.Low} is then kept in the set 

of L1. The results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Counts of fuzzy regions (fuzzy frequent items) 

Fuzzy region Count 

A.Middle 4.2 

B.Low 3.0 

C.Middle 3.4 

C.High 3.8 

D.Low 2.8 

 

The sub-MFFP trees of two quantitative databases are then respectively built. The 

results of the two trees are shown in Figures 2 and 3. The leaf nodes of the MFFP-tree 

in DB2 are then traced one by one. In this example, the three leaf nodes of the MFFP 

tree in DB2 are marked in red color in Figure 4. 
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{root}

A.Middle

1.6

C.High

1.4

D.Low

1.4

C.Middle

0.6

B.Low

1.4

A.Middle

0.6

C.High

0.6

C.Middle

0.4
C.Middle

0.4

 

{root}

A.Middle

1.6

B.Low

1.6

C.Middle

1.4

C.High

1.4

D.Low

1.4

A.Middle

0.4

C.Middle

0.2

C.High

0.4

C.Middle

0.4

 

Figure 2: The sub-MFFP tree of DB1 Figure 3: The sub-MFFP tree of DB2 

{root}

A.Middle

1.6

B.Low

1.6

C.Middle

1.4

C.High

1.4

D.Low

1.4

A.Middle

0.4

C.Middle

0.2

C.High

0.4

C.Middle

0.4

 

Figure 4: The leaf nodes of the currently processed MFFP-tree 

The three branches can then be extracted from these leaf nodes. Take the right 

branch in Figure 4 as an example to illustrate the process. The leaf node 

(C.Middle:0.2) is set as the currently processed node and firstly extracted to form the 

extracted branch for integration. The parent of (C.Middle:0.2) is (A.Middle:0.4), 

which has only one child of (C.Middle:0.2). Thus, (A.Middle:0.4) is directly extracted 

to form the extracted branch with (C.Middle:0.2); (A.Middle:0.4) is then set as the 

currently processed node. The parent of (A.Middle:0.4) is (D.Low:1.4). Since 

(D.Low:1.4) has two children; the count of (D.Low) is then set at 0.4, which is the 

same as the (A.Middle) in the extracted branch. (D.Low:1.4) is then set as the 

currently processed node. The parent node of (D.Low:1.4) is (C.High:1.4). Since 

(C.High:1.4) has only one child of (D.Low:1.4), (C.High) is directly extracted to form 

the extracted branch with (D.Low:0.4, A.Middle:0.4, C.Middle:0.2). The count, 

however, of (D.Low) was set at 0.4 in the extracted branch. Thus, the count of 

(C.High) is also set at 0.4, and the currently processed node is changed to 

(C.High:1.4). The parent of (C.High:1.4) is root. The process to extract the nodes of 

leaf node (C.Middle:0.2) is terminated. The other leaf nodes are processed in the same 

way. Figure 5 shows the result of the three branches. 
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A.Middle

1.6

B.Low

1.6

C.Middle

1.4

C.High

0.4

C.High

0.4

D.Low

0.4

A.Middle

0.4

C.Middle

0.2

C.High

1.0

D.Low

1.0

C.Middle

0.4

 

Figure 5: Three branches of the currently sub-MFFP tree 

The three branches of the sub-MFFP tree of DB2 are then inserted into the iMFFP 

tree, which is initially set as the sub-MFFP tree from DB1. Take the first branch as an 

example. Since the item {A.Middle} is at the corresponding branch of the initial 

iMFFP tree, the fuzzy value of the item {A.Middle} in this branch is added to the 

node of A.Middle. The remaining items of the branch are then inserted into the iMFFP 

tree as a new branch. The result is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

{root}

A.Middle

3.2

C.High

1.4

D.Low

1.4

C.Middle

0.6

B.Low

1.4

A.Middle

0.6

C.High

0.6

C.Middle

0.4
C.Middle

0.4

B.Low

1.6

C.Middle

1.4

C.High

1.4
 

Figure 6: The iMFFP tree after merging the first branch 

The above steps are repeated for the other two branches. Figures 7 and 8 show the 

remaining merging procedure. 
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Figure 7: The iMFFP tree after merging the second branch 
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Figure 8: The iMFFP tree after merging the third branch 

Since there are no other sub-MFFP-trees to be merged, the Header_Table is 

created and links are connected from the entry of each fuzzy region in the 

Header_Table to the corresponding node of its first branch. The final integrated 

MFFP-tree and its Header_Table are shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: The final integrated MFFP-tree 
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After that, the MFFP-growth mining algorithm [Hong et al., 12] is then performed 

to extract the desired fuzzy frequent itemsets. 

5 Experimental Results 

The experiments were performed on a real dataset called CONNECT [Bayardo]. This 

dataset was prepared by Roberto Bayardo from the UCI datasets which belongs to a 

condensed dataset. It has 129 items in 67,557 transactions, and the average length of 

each transaction is 43. This database is a binary database, thus the quantity value is 

randomly given to each item for each transaction in the database. In the experiments, 

the database is divided into 2 and 5 different databases for constructing 2 and 5 sub-

MFFP trees. The execution time of the proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm, the PFPTC 

algorithm [Lan and Qiu, 05], and the one-step MFFP-tree algorithm [Hong et al., 12] 

was compared for different minimum support thresholds. The MFFP-tree algorithm 

directly processed the database in a batch way. The PFPTC algorithm extracted the 

branches one by one for integration. The proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm is to extract 

maximal counts of the nodes, forming the extracted branches for integration. The 

results are shown in Figure 10. It is obvious to see from Figure 10 that the proposed 

algorithm had a better performance than the PFPTC algorithm for tree integration 

while the minimum support threshold was less than 28%. The batch MFFP-tree 

algorithm had better performance than the other two since it did not require the 

execution time to merge the branches from the tree structures. When the minimum 

support threshold was larger than 28%, the number of frequent items became few, 

thus making the execution time of the above approach nearly the same. This is further 

discussed below. 

 

 

Figure 10: The comparison of execution time for different approaches 

In the tree structure, the fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets were kept in the Header_Table 

as an index to derive longer fuzzy frequent itemsets.  The numbers of fuzzy frequent 

1-itemsets were then compared to show that multiple regions per item could generate 
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more fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets than a single region (using the maximal cardinality). 

The results are shown in Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11: The comparison of fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets 

From Figure 11, it is obvious to see that when the minimum support threshold was 

set higher than the 28%, few fuzzy frequent 1-itemsets were derived from the tree 

structure. Thus, the execution time of the proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm took nearly 

the same time as the PFPTC algorithm from Figure 10. The proposed iMFFP-tree 

algorithm could efficiently merge the sub-trees when the minimum support threshold 

was set lower. Generally, more rules could provide more information to decision 

makers, but it may also cause the information overloading problem. 

Since the fuzzy frequent itemsets could be generated from the tree structure by the 

MFFP-growth mining algorithm [Hong et al., 12], the numbers of tree nodes were 

also compared to show that the adopted multiple regions could generate more rules 

than the single region (the maximal cardinality one) from the combination of tree 

nodes. The results are shown in Figure 12.  

 

 

Figure 12: The comparison of tree nodes 
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6 Conclusions and Discussions 

In traditional data mining approaches, most of them usually handle binary databases 

to find desired information. The discovered knowledge, however, is represented in a 

statistical or a numerical way. In real-world applications, it is better to state those 

rules in natural language. Fuzzy-set theory can more reflect human thinking to 

increase the flexibility for making significant decision. Fuzzy data mining approaches 

can thus derive better representation of knowledge than traditional rules in binary 

databases.  

In the past, a multiple fuzzy frequent pattern tree (MFFP-tree) algorithm was 

designed to discover desired rules from quantitative databases. It selects multiple 

representative linguistic terms for each item in the mining process, thus generating 

more complete rules than the maximum cardinality one. The designed MFFP-tree 

algorithm, however, can handle one database in a batch way. In real-world 

applications, the information from several branches can be integrated into effective 

knowledge for a parent industry to make correct decision.  In this paper, an integrated 

MFFP-tree (iMFFP-tree) algorithm for merging several sub-MFFP trees into one has 

been proposed. The branches in a sub-MFFP tree are efficiently extracted and 

integrated into the iMFFP-tree in sequence. Experimental results also show that the 

proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm has a better performance than the PFPTC algorithm 

for generating the multiple fuzzy frequent itemsets. In summary, the contributions of 

the proposed algorithm are mentioned below. 

 

1. The proposed iMFFP-algorithm handles the multiple fuzzy regions for generating 

more complete rules than the maximum cardinality one. 

2. The proposed iMFFP-tree algorithm can efficiently extract the branches from the 

designed tree structure and merge them into an integrated tree.  

3. The representation of linguistic rules is more familiar to users in real-world 

applications. In the proposed approach, the intersection operation is used for 

generating the complete rules for human beings. 

4. The proposed iMFFP-algorithm can efficiently derive both global and local 

association rules.  

In the future, we will attempt to design more efficient data structures for helping 

various kinds of fuzzy data mining. We will also make experiments on larger datasets 

to validate its scalability. 
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